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Trademark and Brand Valuation Discussion
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•

What are the types of valuation methods that are
preferred for valuing trademarks and brands?

•

How can you bundle IP assets in order to facilitate the
valuation process?

•

What are the types of assets that can be categorized
into a Trademark Bundle?

•

Is there a useful life or lifespan of a brand that can be
used to help determine value?

•

What role does licensing take in determining trademark
and brand value?
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Asset Identification Trademark/Brand Bundle
Bundles of Intellectual Properties (IP),
each contain Intangible Assets (IA)
Trademark/Brand Bundle
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• Primary Trademark

• Worldwide trademark registrations

• Corporate Name and Logo

• Patterns

• Sub-Brand Names

• Designs

• Copyrights

• Characters

• Packaging Design

• Vendor Relationships

• Marketing Umbrella Campaign

• Vendor Contracts

• Corporate Colors

• Website

• Secondary Trademarks

• Advertising Concepts

• Trade dress

• Graphics
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Application

Standard Valuation Methodologies
Cost

Income

Market

Reproduction Cost

DCF

Replacement Cost

Price or Market
Premium

Comparable
transactions
Benchmarking

IRS – CPM, CUT

IRS - CPM

IRS - CPM

Application

Relief from Royalty
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DCF
Comparable licensing and other third party transactions
IRS - CUT
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Case Study: Mrs. Fields Cookies
• We were asked to determine the damages
sustained by Mrs. Fields, assuming that
licensee is found liable for breach of
contract.
• Two methodologies were employed
– Market Multiple
– Relief from Royalty - DCF
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Market Approach: Summary
• Method Used
– Revenue Multiple Approach

• Value Base
– Revenue
• Used licensee’s TTM revenues

• Dates Selected
– July 1, 2015: start of damages
• Per counsel.
• Indication of internal discussions about seeking an early exit from the Agreement.

– September 16, 2016: Valuation/Report Date

• Value Multiplier Selected
– July 1, 2015 (But-For): 2.5x from the Duff & Phelps SIC 209 Composite
5-year average
– September 16, 2016 (As-Is): 1.56x from the licensee offer
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Market Approach: Damages
Mrs. Fields Value

SIC 209 Composite 5 year average multiple
$50,334,409 = $20,133,764 TTM Revenue X 2.5x

$19,298,998 = $12,371,153 TTM Revenue X 1.56x
$36,000,000 / $23,039,111 = 1.56x
•

$36,000,000: Interbake’s offer to
purchase the Agreement

•

$23,039,111: Interbake’s 2014 TTM

July 1, 2015
September 16, 2016
Start of Damages
Date of Report

The difference between the two values
is the loss of business value
$31,035,411.
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But-For Analysis: Relief From Royalty
•
•
•

•

As a second indication of damages, we implemented an alternative methodology, the Relief from
Royalty Approach.
A relief from royalty approach calculates the present value of lost royalty income that could have
been generated by the asset.
The damages calculation is equal to the present value of the difference between the But-For Scenario
royalty cash flows, and the As-Is Scenario royalty cash flows.

In order to calculate the lost royalties, we employ two
sets of assumptions:
• A “But-For Scenario” that calculates the
expected royalty stream had licensee been
successful in achieving its revenue forecasts and
continued to renew its license.
•
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An “As-Is Scenario” that calculates the royalty
stream that was actually generated by licensee
during the Agreement, as well as the royalties
that would be generated by a new licensee after
the Agreement and until revenues reach parity
with the But-For Scenario.
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Common Characteristics of Related Party Transactions
▀

▀

▀

▀

▀

Price and terms of related party transactions may reflect
considerations outside of the immediate transaction
− Parent/sub guarantees (explicit and implicit)
− Cross default provisions
− Tax structuring
Revenue synergies and cost allocations among divisions may be
difficult to precisely quantify
Related-party debt may be challenged as more economically
consistent with equity
Cash flows within a corporate family may be:
− Differently obligated on third-party debt
− Subject to different tax or corporation law regimes that restrict
intercompany (esp. cross border) transfers
Documentation of related party transaction may lack formality
1 | brattle.com

Case Study #1:
Solvency Analysis for Fraudulent Conveyance
▀

▀

▀

▀

U.S. parent company and two wholly-owned subsidiaries: one U.S.
and one foreign
Parent and U.S. sub are obligors on third-party debt; foreign sub is
not
Transfer of funds from foreign sub to U.S. parent (e.g.,
intercompany loans, dividends) are limited by thin capitalization
rules
Eventually, two debtor estates: U.S. parent/U.S. sub and foreign
sub

Issue: In a fraudulent conveyance suit brought against the U.S.
debtor estate, how should the assets and cash flow of the foreign
sub be considered under each of the three tests of solvency?
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Case Study #2:
Debt Recharacterization to Determine Priority of Claim
▀
▀

▀

U.S. parent and wholly-owned foreign sub
Foreign sub commenced court supervised restructuring (in nonU.S jurisdiction)
Foreign sub creditors sought to recharacterize U.S. parent
company debt as equity

Issue: Need the U.S. parent company debt be structured as thirdparty debt to survive the challenge? Can the related party nature
of the parent/sub relationship provide economic rationale for
structuring the debt on terms that differ from arm’s length, thirdparty terms? Should traditional “multi-factor” analyses be
modified?
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Case Study #3:
Retrospective Solvency Analysis
▀

▀

▀

▀

Foreign parent and indirect, wholly-owned U.S. sub (Sub A). Sub A was
direct obligor and foreign parent was guarantor for third-party debt
Centralized treasury resulted in ordinary course cash sweeps from all
worldwide subs to parent, leaving minimal cash balance at subs and an
uncertain sub claim on cash at parent.
Frequent transactions across subs facilitated by intercompany
credits/debits, minimal actual cash transfers
Upon Chapter 11 (in U.S.), Sub A was substantively consolidated within a
larger corporate group

Issue: In claim related to Sub A third-party debt, can the balance
sheet test of solvency be meaningfully applied? If balance sheet
insolvent but with access to capital from corporate family, does
this equate to solvency?
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Yvette R. Austin Smith
YVETTE AUSTIN SMITH
Principle │ New York
yvette.austinsmith@brattle.com
+1.212.789.3650

Ms. Austin Smith specializes in M&A and bankruptcy disputes with subject matter expertise in valuation
and credit and solvency analysis. She provides testifying and consulting expert services in litigation
matters related to mergers and acquisitions, dissenting shareholder actions, leveraged buyouts,
recapitalization, debt recharacterization and avoidance actions. Ms. Austin Smith testified as a solvency
expert on behalf of JPMorgan Chase in Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. and Official Committee of
Unsecured Creditors of Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. v. JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A. She has also been
retained as a solvency or valuation expert in connection with the bankruptcies of Caesars Entertainment
Operating Company, Energy Future Holdings, and U.S. Steel Canada. Ms. Austin Smith also recently
testified as a valuation expert in Owens v. Cannon before the Delaware Court of Chancery and is currently
retained as a valuation expert in pending appraisal and other M&A litigation matters before the same
court. She has also been retained as a valuation expert in similar dissenting shareholder matters in New
York.

The views expressed in this presentation are strictly those of the presenter(s) and do not necessarily state or reflect the views of The Brattle Group.
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About Brattle
The Brattle Group provides consulting and expert testimony in
economics, finance, and regulation to corporations, law firms,
and governments around the world. We aim for the highest level
of client service and quality in our industry.

We are distinguished by our credibility and the clarity of our
insights, which arise from the stature of our experts, affiliations
with leading international academics and industry specialists, and
thoughtful, timely, and transparent work. Our clients value our
commitment to providing clear, independent results that
withstand critical review.
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Our Practices
PRACTICES
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀

▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀

▀

Accounting
Antitrust/Competition
Bankruptcy and Restructuring Analysis
Big Data Analytics
Commercial Damages
Environmental Litigation and Regulation
Intellectual Property
International Arbitration
International Trade
Mergers & Acquisitions Litigation
Product Liability
Regulatory Finance and Accounting
Risk Management
Securities
Tax
Utility Regulatory Policy and Ratemaking
Valuation

INDUSTRIES
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀

Electric Power
Financial Institutions
Natural Gas and Petroleum
Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices
Telecommunications and Media
Transportation
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Offices
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WASHINGTON, DC
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SYDNEY
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